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was the execution of the luckless ex-Shah Tahmasp and his family. This
cruel act, for which the prince must be held directly responsible, is un-
doubtedly a great stain upon his character*
As early as the spring of 1739 it was reported in Persia that disaster
had befallen the army in India and that the Shah himself had perished/
and other rumours to the same effect were afterwards repeatedly in cir-
culation ; in the absence, often for long periods, of reliable news, these
reports were widely believed.2    A particularly persistent report of Nadir's
death reached Persia late in 1739.    Several months had already elapsed
since reliable news of Nadir had been received, and Muhammad Hfosain
Khan, of the Yokharibash Qajars of Astarabad, who was in the prince's
service, urged him, as a precautionary measure, to put the ex-Shah Tahmasp
and his two sons to death, on the grounds that, if the reports of Nadir's
death were confirmed, there would probably be a rising at Sabzavar in
favour of the imprisoned Safavis ;  such a rising, he maintained, might
spread, and so have most dangerous consequences for him.    Some other
leaders like Ra^im Sultan of Merv supported Muhammad Husain Khan's
recommendation, and the prince, after deliberating for two days, finally
gave his assent.    Muhammad Husain Khan then set out for Sabzavar
to give effect to this decision.    When he arrived at the building where the
ex-Shah and his family were confined, Tahmasp, it is said, guessed what
his intentions were, and entered his harem where cries and lamentations
soon filled the air.    Muhammad Husain thereupon forced his way into the
harem, seized Tahmasp and strangled him with a piece of rope that he
had brought.    Tahmasp's son * Abbas, who was then a boy of eight,
flung himself on the corpse in a paroxysm of grief, whereupon the execrable
Qajar killed him too, and then flung the younger son Isma*il into a welL
Someone rescued Isma'il from the well, but he, instead of attempting to
escape, rushed to where his father lay dead, and, as his brother 'Abbas
had done, cast himself weeping upon Tahmasp's inanimate body.   The
heartless murderer then seized the boy and cut off his head.3   There is
*When this rumour reached Isfahan, Otter's Persian friends, fearing the outbreak of distur-
bances, advised frfrn to leave the country. Otter acted on their advice, and left Isfahan
for Baghdad on the i2th/23rd April, 1739 (Vol. II, p* 2). Bratishchev states (op, tit.,
p. 470) that the Indians in Persia deliberately disseminated false news,
'Bratishchev, op cit.t p. 470.
* The above is an abridgement of Muhammad Ka?im's version of the tragedy (see the K.N.,
pp. 484-488), His account is by far the fullest that is on record and it is, a;pparently, the
most accurate (as the author was at Mashhad at that time, in dose contact with the prince,
he must have been in a position to know the facts). As regards the ex-Shah 'Abbas, no
credence can be attached to the story related by Muhammad Mahdi ibn Muhammad Rida,
of Tgfatitoa, in his Ni$f-i-Jahm fi tafrikk4-I$fakan (Browne OR. MS. x.j, in the Cambridge
University Library), foil. 194 (a)-igg (b), to the effect that he did not perish on that occasion,
but was hidden for twelve years in. a place of safety; he was then, according to this author,
taken to Isfahan where he made himself known to his annts (Jahmasp's sisters), establishing
his identity by means of a mole on his shoulder*
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